
Technical

Cube
Blockout fabric



Technical characteristics 
Fabric Polyester high tenacity AT 1100 dtex 
Weight 830 gr/m2

Finish Lacquered and Grain
Thickness 0,64 mm
Tensile strength         Warp    270 daN/5 cm

Weft   230 daN/5 cm
Tear strength         Warp        25 daN

Weft 20 daN
Adhesion  01 daN/5 cm
Temperatura resistance -30º +70º
Fire retardant M 2
Length of rolls 50 ml

     

Cube is the new fabric by Sauleda that is engraved decoratively which has 
the look and warmth of  tissue. Cube is ideal for creating versatile and light 
structures in respect to the design and style of its setting which creates an 
elegant atmosphere, both on the inside and on the outside.
Cube has a great variety of functions: in pagodas, terraces, restaurants, chill 
out areas, pergolas, etc.

Due to its double layer, Cube always maintains an impeccable appearance on 
the inside, because it prevents the surface from getting dirty. This constitutes 
a great technical advantage. Whatsmore, Cube is fire-resistant (FR CREMA 
and FR GRIS) and long lasting. It displays sun protection efficiently as well as 
climatic and thermal comfort, so it can lower the room temperature by 10%. 
All these qualities make it the ideal fabric to create beautiful enclosures.

CubeTechnical

CUBE  CREMA / BLANCO 
6649 ancho width 250 cm

Note: the reference double layer means Cube is a blockout fabric. Simply 
hold the samples to the light to see how light doesn't penetrate.



CUBE FR BLANCO 
6632 ancho width 250 cm

CUBE GRANATE 
6648 ancho width 250 cm

CUBE CREMA
6636 ancho width 250 cm
6626 ancho width 300 cm

CUBE BLANCO
6635 ancho width 250 cm

CUBE GRIS  
6637 ancho width 250 cm

CUBRE FR CREMA 
6638 ancho width 250 cm
6627 ancho width 300 cm

DISCLAIMER: COLOURS GIVEN AS AN INDICATIVE REFERENCE ONLY AND WILL VARY DEPENDENT ON SCREEN AND PRINT RESOLUTIONS.
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